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BAPIP BULLETIN No. 35 

THE ISRAEL ARMY POSTAL SERVICES 
DURING THE WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1948-49 

By P. Kanner and Y. Spiegel 

PART I 

April , 1961 

The history and markin~s of the Israel Army Postal Services (in Hebrew 
SHEIRUTEI HADO 1AR HATS 1VA 1I) have attracted the attention of philatelic collec
tors since the deys when in 1948-49 the Israel Defence Forces had to go into 
action against invading armies. This has been reflected in many pages of the 
BAPIP BULLETIN, a study on this subject by DT. E. Rachwalsky appearing as early 
as in 1953, which in later years was followed by a number of notes and communi
cations. As in most enquiries into military postal services, for which usually 
no or only few official records are disclosed or accessible, the purpose of 
these efforts was, naturally, to draw conclusions from items of mail in the 
possession of the writers at the time. An article by M.B. in The Holy Land 
Philatelist No. 56/57 (1959), based on official data, offered general informa
tion on the operations of these services. 

In their endeavour to study the subject on the basis of official records, 
the present writers were privileged to have access to the voluminous files of 
the Army Archives, and they desire to take this opportunity to acknowledge 
gratefully the facilities and help they were accorded by the Ministry of Defence 
and the staff of the Army Archives including the search for particular items 
and photocopies of documents which will serve to illustrate the present series 
of articles. In addition to this official information the writers were able to 
utilise the material in their own collections from which all the other illustra
tions have been taken. Sincere thanks are extended to Mr, Victor Stansfield for 
the invaluable assistance rendered by him in the preparation of most of the 
illustrations. 

The .A:rmy Postal Services were set up closely following upon the establish
ment of the State of Israel and the open invasion of the country by the armies 
of its Arab neighbours. The basic order on this subject was issued by the 
General Staff on 18th May, 1948, to be in force as from 20th May, 1948. It 
provided that, while service communications between units of the .army were to 
be handled by the Signals Corps (CHEIL HAKESHER), the personal mail of men on 
active service and the ordinary mail of the army would be taken ea.re of by a 
special postal service. This service, specially introduced for the army, may 
best be designated in English as 11The Army Postal Services11 (SHEIRUTEI HADO 1.AR 
HATSVA 1I). The order laid down that the Army Postal Services were to form a 
separate organisation under the command of a senior officer, with their own 
Headquarters, and under direct orders of the General Staff. It rray be explained 
here .that the APS had to serve all the armed forces of the country, including 
the naval and air units which later developed into the Israel Navy and Air 
Force. In Israel these are all integrated into one national Army - TSAVA. 

In view of the fact that this postal organisation served the Israel Army 
in a period of actual campaigning and that it was disbanded by the end of June, 
1949, after the signing of the Armistice Agreements and after these had come 
into effect, many tend to regard it as the Israel Army Fieldpost Services. 
Fig. 1 illustrates an early cover of the period which bears a framed oblong 
cachet in violet reading D0 1AR SADEH (Field Post), meant to be an official 
certification that the letter was free from postage. It will be seen later 
that this handstemp was really unnecessary, for the triangular Postal Unit 

_ 5 _ (Continued on page 6) 
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THE ISRAEL ARMY POSTAL SERVICES 1948/ 9 (Ctd. from page 5) 
mark No.·265 already certified this letter as being free, suppli~d as this 
latter handstamp had been by the General Staff for this purpose. The IX)'P..R 
SADER mark on the cover is separately reproduced in its actual size (Fig. la).~f 

It should be noted that, unlike other Field Post services, the Israel 
Army Postal Services had no mobile post offices designed to move with the army 
units they served. A particular feature in our case is the firm location of 
the post offices in centres of military importance, geographically chosen so as 
to serve the units in their respective areas with the utmost efficiency, whilst 
covering all the country with their network. For reasons of security, the 
offices were identified only by numbers, as found on their postmarks. Their 
geographical positions are shown on the map of Israel (Fig. 2). 

The ability of the postal services to meet the requirements of moving 
contingents, set up as these services were for an army at war and fighting on 
all fronts on land and at sea, was based on the simple device of Postal Unit 
Numbers and the functions of a Postal Orderly in the units. Every administra
tive office of the Defence Forces was allocated a Postal Number, and, accord
ingly, the General Staff issued triangular handstarnps under the following 
regulations:-

(a) The triangular handstamp, applied to personal inland correspondence of 
service men, certified the mail as free from postage. Although the regu
lations issued by the Army Postal Services required the mail to be marked 
also 110n Active Service", it appears that this regulation was not enforced, 
a considerable part of the mail having been passed without BllY such marking. 
In some formations handstamps thus inscribed were used, and Figs. 3 to 6 
illustrate some such marks as found on covers . of the period. They read in 
Hebrew ] 1SHEIBUT PA'IL (On Active Service). 

(b) Another provision of the regulations was that the Unit Number represented 
the only correct postal address of the men on active service. It was 
strictly forbidden to mention in personal correspondence any other designa
tion of the formations, their nature or stations. 

(c) Commanders of the units were responsible for the triarigular handstamps 
entrusted to them, which were actually a secret device of the Defence 
Forces. When for some reason or other an instrument was no longer required, 
it had to be returned to HQ Army Postal Services, who after a few months 
re-allocated it to another unit. Therefore, the unit could be identified 
by a given pcstal number only for a limited period. 

During the 13 months under review - May 1948 to June 1949 - some 460 
Postal Unit Numbers, from No. 140 to No. 605, were allocated. These handstamps 

* The cover ( Fig. l) was addressed by a civilian to a service man - AVUR BERN NATAN / .BAS-IS IMLNIM / 
MISHTERET YISRA 1EIL / D0 1AR TSVA'I 8 (To Bern Natan, Training Base, Israel Police, APO 8), The sender 
affixed a 10m, 00 1AR overprinted (ship) stamp of the provisional Minhelet Ha 1am issue, which then was no 
longer valid for postage. Petah Tiqva P.O. postmarked the stamp and cover on 8 JU 48 and added the postage 
due handstamp 11To Pay 20 Mi ls 11 , that is a tax of double the postage rate. The letter was then passed to the 
Head PO of Tel Aviv and from here to ABPD ALEF, where the 11 To Pay" mark was crossed out, since Army Postal 
Services collected no taxes on mail from civilians, 

The Training Base now had to re-direct the letter and so struck out the address and added_ as the new 
address MISHTERET HAIFA (Haifa Police), They applied 3 handstamps: The boxed OO'AR SADEH (Field Post), the 
triangular Postal Unit No, 265, and the circular office stamp reading MISHTERET YISRA'EIL / BASIS IMUNIM, 
dated in manuscript 28.VI. 

(continued on page 7) 
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were generally of uniform design, ao illustrated by Fig. 7, arid they were 
struck in violet, violet-blue, grey-blue of varying shades and hues, and red. 
The frame is a trjangle with two equal sides of 30 mm. on a base of 40 mm. 
enclosing the number of the unit above the Hebrew letters KAF BEIT ALEF, the 
initials of KOCHOT BIT.ACRON .ARTSI'DVI (National Defence Forces). 

The nUlll.bers vary in style and size as illustrated in Figs. 8 to 14 - seven 
variations selected from a somewhat larger number. The most conspicuous 
difference is perhaps that between the plain block type and the serifed type. 

There are also minor variations in the Hebrew lettering, but one distinct 
variety of type is that of the ALEF which in some ·stamps has a 11knee 11 instead 
of the left vertical stroke (Figs. 15 and 16). The ALEF with "knee" occurs 
only in a comparatively small number among all the stamps issued and used, some 
of the Postal Unit Numbers with this variety being 

146 
156 
182 

188 
219 
223 

253 
256 
266 

277 
296 
299 

306 
332 
350 

379 
439 

The variations mentioned above were of a rather casual nature, but the 
following is worth noting:-

In a few exceptional cases the triangular stamp was lost and was replaced 
by a new instrument bearing an ALEF of varying size above the number (Figs. 17 
and 18). In the case of No. 190, replaced by ALEF / 190, the original hand
stamp No. 190 was later found but not re-issued for use. 

In the particular case of Postal Unit No. 211, allocated to the distin
guished ETSIONI Division, then defending besieged Jerusalem, the different 
units of the Division received locally made handstamps with the sub-numbers 
211/1 to 2ll/39 (Figs. 19 and 20). Th·e first of these two types was an 
equilateral triangle of 30 mm. Both were later withdrawn. 

Examples of two more unusual marks have been seen (Figs. 21 and 22), one 
of which has no number at all, and the other the Postal Box No. 374 in an 
inverted triangle. These are found on mail, ordinary or registered, from 
various Ar:rny Post Offices, but all axe addressed to the same person or in some 
cases to knovm philatelists. Although all the specimens seen had obviously 
passed through the Army Postal Services, no evidence that these stamps were 
authorised for use could be found. These items must be regarded as philateli
cally inspired. 

The live link between the military Unit and the Army Postal Services was 
provided by the Post a 1 0 r de r 1 y, detailed on selection by his 
commander to the Army Post Office of the area. Whilst otherwise serving in 
his own formation, the Postal Orderly was under instructions of the Army Postal 
Services in all matters concerning his postal duties in the unit. His most 
essential duties were to call daily at the Army Post Office, to conduct the 
postal business for the men and his formation, and to collect for them the 
incoming mail. He was required to sign an "Attendance List" every dey, and 
whenever he had to be absent or failed to call at the Post Office, this was 
reported to the unit by a service cable and to the higher echelons of the Army 
Postal Services. He was also subject to inspection, in his own unit, by the 
Army Postmaster of the area. By these means close contacts between the 

- 7 -
(Continued on page 8) 
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offices were maintained, and movements of units into and out of any area were 
reported at the earliest moment, thus enabling the Army Postal Services to 
arrange in time for quick and correct·delivery of mail to the units at their 
new stations. 

The desk of the Postal Orderly, on which the triangular Postal Unit Number 
handstamp was used and the postal business of the formation discharged, thus 
was the only "mobile" part of the A:rmy Postal Services. It changed its place 
of activity as it moved along with the unit. Since it appears doubtful 
whether this set-up of the Israeli postal organisation could be called "Field 
Post" in the conventional interpretation of the term,· the writers have decided 
to name it "Army Postal Services" which can be said to be well in line with the 
official Hebrew designation. This name suitably represents the subject of the 
present study. 

In conclusion, it may be useful to recite briefly the basic and character
istic features of the Army Postal Services. These were -

a. the country-wide network of firmly located, stationary Army Post Offi,ces, 
operating in selected areas, 

b. the functions of the Postal Orderly in linking up his mobile formation 
with the Army P.O. of the area, so long as the formation was stationed 
there, and 

c. the device of the Postal Unit Number handstamp to represent both the 
sender's address and the franking of inland mail of all members of the 
Armed Forces. 

For the information of interested collectors two lists are attached:-
1, The Postal Unit Numbers 140 to 605 with the Army Post Offices that 

administered the postal services for them. 
As mentioned in a previous paragraph, the locations of the Army Post 
Offices are indicated on the map (Fig. 2). 

2. Postal Unit Numbers of some selected notable centres, offices, and 
formations. (Continued on page 9) 

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

If your collection is included in your comprehensive 
Policy covering the contents of your home, you may 
think that you have a complete insurance on your 
stamps •••• BUT YOU HAVEN'T! 

Why not withdraw your collection from that Policy, and 
use the premium saved to insure the collection under 
our 11ALL RISKS" Collectors I Policy, specially designed 
by collectors for collectors! 

Details willingly sent by:- PHILATELIC INSURANCES LTD., 
Stamp Insurance Specialists. 

New Address: 52, The Terrace, TORQUAY, Devon. 

- 8 -

Advt. 
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The Postal Unit Numbers and their Army Post Offices 

P. Unit No. A P 0 P. Unit No. A P 0 

140 3 206 s, 9, 3 
141, 142 3 207 9 
143 3, 14 208 9, 8, 2 
144 4, 14, 8 209, 210 9, l 
145, 146, 147 3 211 5 
148 4 212 5, 3, 5 
149 to 155 3 213 5 
156 3, 15 214, 215 3, 15 
157 to 159 3 216 5 
160 5 217 3 
161 3, 14 218 14, 3, 10 
162 3 219 10, 14 

~6' 163 3, 14 220 3, 10, 14 
164, 165 3 221 15 
166 9 222 14, 15 
167 6 223 3, 7, a, 15 
168 3, 14 224 3, 10, 1 
169 3, 15 225 9, 10, 14 
170 3, 4 226 5, 8 
171, 172 4 227 a, 14 
173 to 176 4 228 8 
177 3, 14 229 4 
178 4, 8 230, 231 3 
179 6 232 8 
180 7, 10, 14 233 9 
181 5, 6 234 3 
182, 183 7, 10 235 7, 5 
184 7 236 3 
185 6 237 3, 15 
186 12, 14 238 3 
187 7 239 12 
188 7, 4 240 3, 5 
189 6, 2, 4 241 4 
190, ALEF 190 6, 12, 4, 2 242 3 
191 6, 4, 2 243 to 245 7, 4, 2 
192 Base ALEF, 3 246 7, 4 
193 4 247 3 
194 8, 6 248 5, 4 
195 5 249 4 
196 8, 6, 9 250 9 
197 8, 12, 9 251 8, 3 
198 to 200 8 252 8, 15 
201 8, 3 253 3, s, 5, 14 
202 3, 5 254 3, a, 5, 14 
203 3 255 8, 5, 15 
204 7, 9, 8 256 a, 2 
205 8, 2 257 4, 5, 15 

- 9 -
(Continued on page 10) 
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P. Unit No. 

258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296, 297 
298, 298 ALEF 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307, 308 
309, 310 

Ll...Q 
10, l 
6 
4 
3 
3, 15 
12 
3, 15 
8, 4 
3, 15 
8, 3 
6, 4, 2 
3 
4 
3, 15 
8 
3, 15 
5 
3, 14, 15 
4, 6, 7 
9, 10, 14 
14, 15 
10, 1, 9, 14 
10, 1, 14 
3, 9, 15 
5, 15 
3, 9 
8, 2, 15 
3, 5 
3 
3, 14 
4, 12, 10 
4, 14 
8, 2 
3 
4 
3, 14 
4 
4, 6, 2 
4, 6 
4 
4, 7 

3 
4, 5 
6 
a, 15 
4, 2 
14 
3 
4 

- 10 -
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311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318, 319, 320 
321 to 325 
326 
327 
328 
329, 330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 to 344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350, 351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357, 358 
359 to 363 
364, 365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 

April , 1961 

A P 0 -
3 
4 
9, 14 
3 
4 
3 
7, 12, 10, 14 
4 
3 
4 
4, 2 
4 
3 
4 
8 
4 
8 
4, 2 
4 
3, 14 
3 
8,. 14, 6, 2 
3 
5 
4 
14 
4 
7, 4, 12 
5 
14 
3 
3, 10 
3, 15 
14 
4, 12 
5 
7 
3 
8 
7 
14 
4 
3 
10, 3 
3 
6 
4 
4, 7 
3, 15 
14 

(Continued on page 11) 
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P. Unit No. APO P. Unit No. A P 0 

377 to 379 10, 1 432, 433 3 
380 6, 12 434, 435 5 
381 6 436 15 
382 5 437 to 439 5 
383 4 440 14 
384 3, 15 441 to 444 5 
385 3, 15 445 to 447 3 
386 7, 3 448 to 450 4 
387 4 451 3 
388 3 452 7 
389 6 453 14 
390 5 454 10, 1 
391 14 455 14 
392 10 456 7 
393 5, 3 457 3 
394 4, 12 458 8, 2 
395 15 459 14 
396 10, 1 460 12 
397, 398 14 461 to 464 3 
399 5 465, 466 15 
400 7 467, 468 3 
401 6, 8 469 3 
402 8 470 4 
403 15, 3 471 14 
404 4 472, 473 5 
405 8 474 14 
406 4 475 4 
407 10 476 to 479 5 
408 4 480 14 
409 to 411 8 481 10, 1, 4 
412 3 482, 483 14 
413 4 484 ? 
414 8 485 4 
415 3 486 4, 3 
416 5, 14 487 8, 3, 4 
417 4 488 3 
418 12 489 4 
419 4 490 5 
420 8 491, 492 4 
421 5 493 3 
422 9 494 4 
423 10, 1 495, 496 3 
424 6 497 14, 8 
425 5 498, 499 3 
426 6 500 14 
427 3 501 5 
428 5 502 14 
429 3, 15 503 7 
430 3 504 14 
431 8 505 4 

1) 
(Continued on page 12) 
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P. Unit No. A P 0 P. Unit No. A P 0 
506 10 554 1 
507, 508 14 555 12 
509 5 556 2, 4 
510, 511 3 557 4 
512, 513 6 558 5 
514 12, 4 559 8 
515 7 560 7, 4 
516 4 561 4, 10 
517 3 562 9 
518 5 563, 564 3 
519 4 565 5 
520 1, 3, 14 566 2, 8 
521 9 567 4 
522 to 524 4 568 3 
525 3 569 to 572 5 
526 1 573 4 
527, 528 3 574 8 
529 9, 10 575 to 577 4 
530 5 578 15 
531, 531 ALEF 10 579 3 
532 12 580 5 
533 7 581 15 
534 14 582 2 
535 14, 5 583 to 585 14 
536 5 586 6 
537 4 587 3, 14 
538 9 588 10, 3 
539 8 589 3 
540 14 590 12 
541 10, 1 591 1 
542 14, 2 592, 593 3 
543 8, 1 594 15 
544, 545 4 595 5 
546 3, 15 596 9 
547 12 597 14 
548 8, 2 598 to 600 3 
549 2, 4 601 14 
550 15 602 4 
551 7 603 3, 14 
552 5 604 10 
553 3 605 10 

(Continued on page 13) 

JUDAICA BULLETIN. The "J1JDAICA P0ST 11 published by the Judaica Associates of 
America. - BAPIP members wishing to join please app~y to our Jt. Hon. Secy., 
Mr. B.A. Remington. 

- 12 -
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Postal Unit Numbers of ImEortant Formations and Service Centres 

140 HQ Army Postal Services 
166 Airfield EiffiON-TEL-NOF 
171 HQ Navy 
180 GOL.ANI Division 
192 S 1DOM Postal Agency and Area 
194 ALEXANilRONI Division 
205 GIVATI Division 
211 ETSIONI Division 
212 MORI.AH Battalion 
218 YIFT.AH Division 
219 NEGEV Division, 2nd Battalion 
221} 
222 HAREL Division 
223 
224} 
225 NEGEV Division 

252 KIRYATI Division 
276 ODEID Division 
279 HQ NEGEV Division 
280 NEGEV Division, 9th Battalion 
298 HADARI HQ 
308 Air Transport Division 
359 Rear HQ Jerusalem and S'dom 
,370 DOROT Settlement 
377 BEIT ESHEL Settlement 
378 NABATIM Settlement 
379 Other NEGEV Settlements 
388 Liaison to International Red Cross, Tel Aviv 
467 Rear HQ S'DOIVI Area 
510 Army Postal Officer 
518 Liaison to International Red Cross, Jerusalem 
519 ~iaison to International Red Cross, Haifa 
531 Military Governor MIGDAL (ASHKELON) 

(Continued on page 

P A L E S T I N E and I S R A E L 

ISRAEL. 16 page Illustrated Price List. Free on request. 

PAIESTINE. 2 page Price List on request, stamps priced.individually. 

PALESTINE & ISRAEL. Mail Auctions held 3 times per year, Catalogues 
free on request. Material accepted at 15% Commission. 

MICHAEL H. BALE, 41, HIGH STREET, ILFRACOMEE, ENGLAND. 

(The Sole exclusive Palestine & Israel dealer in U.K.; BAPIP & PTS) 
Advt. 
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PART II 

The Army Postal Services (APS) were under the command of a senior officer 
styled M1 FAKED (or ROSH) HAD0 1AR HATSVA 1 I (Commander (or Chief) of Army Post). 
He was at first assisted only by a Deputy (S 1 GAN) but later had on his staff 
also an Inspector (HAM'FAKEI'ACH HAD0 1.AR HATSVA 1I) and an Adjutant (SHALISH). 
Another officer was in charge of the Supply and Finance Department that had 
kept full accounts and formed an integral part of APS Headquarters. 

That the appointments to positions of command in the APS were not 
haphazard is evident from the qualifications of the officers concerned. The 
Commander was a top postal executive who had served in World War II with the 
British Field Post in Africa and, even during his period of service with the 
APS, continued in his position of Deputy Director General of the civilian postal 
administration. There he was in charge of the international services and the 
personnel. His experience provided the background for the introduction of the 
triangular Postal Unit Numbers, unknown in other armies, and for the novel 
conception .of the whole APS organisation. Also most of the other officers and 
postmasters were appointed for their postal experience in the past, and this in 
no small measure contributed to the quality of the APS, its efficiency and the 
spirit of service prevailing in the organisation. 

THE HQ APS was first set up in the Hakirya, Tel Aviv, and was moved in 
August, 1948 to Falha House, next door to the Post Office in Jaffa. It was a 
self-contained administrative unit with the lowest Postal Number 140. Official 
correspondence bears the HQ handstamp in violet, a 34 mm. double-line circle 
that has the words SHEIRUT D0 1AR TSVA 1I (Service Army Post) inscribed around the 
inner circle and a large MATEH (Staff or HQ) across the centre Wig.23). For 
addressing purposes labels were used which were marked with a boxed handstamp of 
45 x 19 mm. containing a two-line inscription reading SHEIRUT HAD0 1AR HATSVA 1I / 
MISRAD MS 1 (MS standing for 1v'CISPAR or No.), the number being inserted by hand 
as illustrated in Fig. 23. Fig. 24 shows a boxed handstamp of 55 x 9 mm. reading 
SHElliUTEI HAD0 1AR HATSVA.1 I / MACHLEKET HACHESHBONOT V1HA 1AFSANA 1UT (The Army 
Postal Services/ Department of the Accounts and Supplies). 

The second level of command was represented by two Army Base Post Offices 
(ABPO) designated BASIS ALEF and BASIS BEIT. 

ABPO ALEF was located at 121 Hayarkon Street, Tel Aviv, and started service 
on 23rd May, 1948, as evidenced by the brief service report for the first week 
showing a turnover of 8 bags of mail and 3 parcels received and 18 bags of mail 
despatched. 

ABPO BEIT had first to requisition the house at 24 Mehlis Street, Haifa, 
and started service on 25th May, 1948. 

The task of the ABPOs was to establish close contacts with the civilian 
Head PO, to set up the Army POs in their allocated areas, to take care of the 
actual transportation of the mail, to investigate every case of delay, and to 
supervise the operation of the subordinate post offices. 

(Continued on page 15) 
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The ABPOs exchanged mail between them twice daily, using their own 
transport. The meeting place of postal transport was at Nathanya. The mail 
bags were provided with address tags such as the one illustrated in Fig. 25. 
This bears a large boxed handstamp, 84 x 47 mm,, in black, with a four-line 
inscription reading -

D0 1AR TSVA'I (Army Post) / M1BASIS (From Base); ALEF inserted by hand, 
/ L1MISRAD MS 1 (To Office Number); BASIS BEIT inserted by hand. -
Here again MS I is the abbreviation for MISPAR (No.). / MISPAR 
HAMISHLO•ACH (Number of the Consignment); 11 4" inserted by hand. -
The date 11 2/8/4811 , as written in, shows that the fourth consecutive 
consignment was despatched on the 2nd of that month. 

Official correspondence of the ABPOs carries a boxed handstamp, measuring 
about 45 x 16 mm., with a two-line inscription SREIRUTEI HAD0 1AR HATSVA 1 I 
(The Army Postal Services) / K 1TSIN BASIS 11 ALEF'' or 11 BEIT11 (Officer of Base 
ALEF or BEIT) as illustrated by Figs. 26 and 27. Both these stamps were 
replaced by unframed ones on 30th September, 1948 reading BASIS D0 1AR TSVA 1I 
(Army Post Base) with ALEF or BEIT below, as illustrated by Figs. 28 and 29. 

As the ABPOs handled both incoming and outgoing mail, they were provided 
with circular date stamps, the preparation of.which took some days, Figs, 
30 and 31 illustrate early examples of the stamps used, The circle of 24 mm. 
diameter encloses D0 1AR TSVA 1I in the upper and BASIS A1 or B1 in the lower 
part, divided by an asterisk on either side, with the date in two lines in 
the centre. A s:trike of ABPO ALEF is known without any date. The 26th May, 
1948 must be taken as the earliest date. It may be noted.that until the 7th 
June, 1948 the month was indicated by Arabic digits instead of Roman, probably 
prior to. the awaited delivery of the proper date bits from the makers. In 
fact, a service message of ABPO BEIT to HQ AP3 of 28th May, 1948 urged deli very 
of the date stamp. 

Both ABPOs were supplied with a second circular date stamp on 30th September 
1948 1 the diameter now being 25 mm. and the lettering slightly larger, as shown 
on the daily Postmark Record Sheets, two small parts of which are reproduced in 
Figs. 32 and 33, It will be observed.from these examples that on 3rd October, 
1948 a further date stamp was taken into use, which as the third of this group 
of types has the index REISH above the date, this letter standing for RASHUM 
(Registered). This stamp was used to mark registered mail passing the ABPOs 
in transit. In this type the apostrophe after ALEF and BEIT is sloping, 
instead of vertical as it is in the other stamps. 

To increase efficiency in the services HQ APS ordered that all mail 
passing the ABPOs in the fortnight of 7th to 20th November, 1948 be datestamped 
on the reverse, an order actually intended to facilitate the Inspector's 
checkings, Now that such covers are collected and interpreted by philatelists, 
this order may turn out to be a godsend, since it provides collectors with an 
additional number of postmarks of the ABPOs. 

As the letters of the Hebrew alphabet stand also for numbers, and ALEF, 
BEIT can be taken to mean also 11 111 or 11 211 , respectively, the Army Post Offices 
(APO), set up in the various areas, were given consecutive numbers beginning 
with No. 3 1 and by 28th June, 1948 the following APOs were in operation:-

(Continued on page 16) 
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APO 3 in Tel Aviv APO 9 in Tel-N of/Eqron 
APO 4 in Haifa APO 10 in Ruhama (Negev) 
APO 5 in Jerusalem APO (11) Returned Letter Office 
APO 6 in Rosh Pinna in Tel Aviv 
APO 7 in Affula APO 12 in Tiberias 
APO 8 in Nathanya 

During the summer of 1948 further APOs were established as follows:-

APO 14 in Sarafand APO 15 in Tel-Litwinski 
(No. 13 was not allocated) 

When later on more APOs had to be set up and the designations ALEF and BEIT 
were considered sufficiently known as such of the .ABPOs, the numbers 1 and 
2 were allocated to the following APOs:-

APO 1 in Beer S heva APO 2 in Hadera 

In July, 1948 1 also, a Postal Agency was set up at SDOM on the southern 
shore of the Dead Sea. The graphic table (Fig. 34) represents the organisational 
set-up of the APS in full operation, It will be observed that in line with the 
geographical spread of the APOs, the central and southern parts of the country 
were placed under ABPO ALEF, while the northern parts were under the command of 
Al3PO BEIT. Thus APO 8 (Nathan;ya), which initially had come under ABPO ALEF 1 was 
transferred on the 1st August, 1948 to the command of ABPO BEIT. However, the 
Returned Letter Office, in Tel Aviv, always remained under the command of ABPO 
ALEF though it in fact operated for the whole APS organisation and all APOs. 

Along with the building up of the geographical network of the APOs over 
the whole coillltry, the various postal services were introduced gradually with 
the final aim of offering to servicemen a complete system of postal facilities, 

Registered Mail was accepted by the APS for a fee of 15 mils 7 which was not 
raised when the civilian posts increased their registration fee to 25 m. in the 
autumn of 1948. At first, old Mandatory tri-lingual registration receipts were 
used, (Fig. 35) but later on Hebrew APS receipts were introduced such as 
illustrated by Fig. 36, their actual size being about 110 x 65 mm. Registration 
labels were prepared for every APO, but there were also provisional 'master' 
labels with the APO number in manuscript or by handstamp until a supply of fully 
printed labels reached the APOs. Examples of such labels are illustrated by 
Figs. 37, 38 7 and 39. The Hebrew letter REISCH stands for RASHUM (Registered). 

Parcels were delivered by the APS from the start of operations, and the 
full Parcel Service, both ways, began on 2nd July7 1948. The rates were: 

15m. for parcels up to 1 kg. 
30m. for parcels up to 3 kgs. 
45m. for parcels up to 5 kgs. 

Fig. 40 is a reduced reproduction of the APS Parcel Card for Parcel No. 9, sent 
from APO 10 (JULIS) on the 8th January, 1949 and delivered two days later .at 
Affula. 

(Continued on page 17) 
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Telegram Services were introduced on the 1st August, 1948. :Sy special 
arrangement with the civilian posts the rates were reduced by 50 per cent to 

50m. for ten words and 10m. for every two more words. 
At first, the language fort elegraphic messages was confined to Hebrew, but 
as.from the 20th January, 1949 all other languages were also permitted. 

Money Orders addressed to servicemen were handled immediately upon the 
introduction of this service by the civilian posts on 15th October, 1948, 
but on the 19th December this service was extended also the other way, from 
servicemen to civilians, the maximal limit being I£50.- per Money Order. 

P.o.w. Mail. Although the correct and speedy delivery of mails was 
foremost among the objectives of the APS organisation, particular attention 
was given to Prisoners of War mail. The first batch of 109 letters from 
Israeli P.O.W.s in Egypt and 5 from Transjordan were received on 21st July, 
1948 through the Army's Liaison Officers, who provided the link with the 
International Red Cross at Geneva, and the final delivery of these letters 
to civilian recipients was considered a matter of exceptional urgency. 
Vice versa, when 4 pieces of mail from a P.O.W. camp in Israel, marked with 
the triangular Postal Unit No.289, were found to be addressed to Arab 
residents in Ramle, where no civilian post office had as yet been opened, 

. this mail was urgently delivered through Army channels via the Military 
Governor of the town. 

Censorship 

The principal duty of the Army Postal Services, which was the directing, 
transmitting and delivering of correspondence, was carried out in the 
following manner:-

Incoming Mail, received from the civilian Head Post Offices in Tel Aviv 
and Haifa, was forwarded by the ABP0 1 s, according to the Postal Unit Numbers, 
direct, or through the other ABPO, to the appropriate APO. Final delivery 
from the APO was arranged through the Postal Orderly of the respective unit, 
who was required to call daily at the APO of the area and who signed, 
whenever required, for the items received • 

. Outgoing Inland Mail was handed in open at the unit, whose commander 
or appointee acted as the Unit Censor. The Postal Orderly marked the items 
with the triangular postal number and took care of the delivery to the APO 
of the area, where it was 11 cancelled" with the circular date stamp. Mail 
addressed to civilians was passed to the civilian posts, either locally or 
via the ABPO, for forwarding and final delivery. Mail to other servicemen 
was directed, according to the lists of Postal Unit Numbers kept up to date 
and periodically re-issued by HQ APS, via the ABPO to the appropriate APO for 
final delivery th:rough the Postal Orderly. The latter functioned, therefore, 
in a double capacity, being the II postman" and also the "collecting agent" of 
his unit. 

As mentioned above, outgoing correspondence was subject to censorship in 
the units. This was a measure of military precaution. The censorship 
arrangements a.re of interest in view of the many markings found on the mail, 

The Censorship Markings of the units varied greatly. In some formatiorui 
the mere application of the Postal Unit Number signified the censorship had 

- 17 - (Continued on page 18) 
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been executed. In such cases the triangular mark acquires also the character 
of a censorship mark. In some other formations the mail was initialled by the 
unit censor over or alongside the triangular mark, or marked in some other manner 
in manuscript, while other formations used special hand.stamps for this purpose. 
A selection of such markings is illustrated. 

Fig. 41 - An oblong framed mark inscribed TSENZOR GDUDI (Battalion Censor). 
Fig. 42 - A bolder type with AVl!B. BIKORET (Passed Censorship). 
Fig. 43 - A mark with the same inscription but with TA'.ARICH (Date) 

and a dashed line for the date added. 
Fig. 44 - A circular AV.AR BIKORET mark with an ornamentation in the 

shape of a lyre. 
Fig. 45 - A smaller circle with AVAR BIKORET B1YECHIDAH (Passed 

Censorship in the Unit). 
Fig, 46 - A framed bilingual and initialled mark reading NIDAK AYINl1YOD 

(abbreviation for AL YADEI) HATSENZURAH and the English PASSED 
BY CENSOR below. 
This mark is found only on mail that emanated from the 
Jerusalem area. 

HQ APS were alive to the possibility that some servicemen may have valid 
reasons against their letters being read by their own superiors in the 
formation. In order to protect in such cases the secrecy of personal messages, 
a special declaration was printed on gummed paper rolls in green (Fig. 47). 
This reads in English translation:-

"! hereby declare that the contents of this envelope do not include any 
matexial prohibited by the censorship regulations. I am aware that 
the inclusion of any such matter in this envelope constitutes an offence 
against military law, and that I am liable to punishment for such 
according to the military code." 

Letters sealed with this label were not censored at the unit's office but were 
passed to the main Military Censorship. It should be noted here that after the 
negotiations for an Armistice Agreement started at Rhodos in January, 1949, 
internal censorship in the formations ceased entirely. 

The Military Censorship Offices located in the three large cities used 
markings of different types, but only the Jerusalem office used a full hand
stamp (Fig. 48). It was struck in violet and shows a large frame with the 
space divided into three parts. The upper inscription reads HATSENZURAH 
HATSVA 1IT (Military Censorship), the space in the centre bears the date, and 
the lower has a two-line inscription reading TSENZOR L1D0 1.AR UL 1MIVRAKIM / 
Y1RUSHALAYIM (Censor for Mail and Telegrams / Jerusalem). 

The Censorship offices in Tel Aviv and Haifa used on their labels and in 
some markings also the Hebrew letters TAV and CHEIT as a distinguishing code. 
The labels used for the sealing of letters have the inscription HATSENZURAH 
HATSVA 1 IT / NIFTACH AYIN11 YOD (= AL. YADEI) HATSENZOR (Military Censorship / 
Opened by the Censor), Some labels show on the right-hand side at the top 
the letter TSADEI (probably for TSENSURAH or Censorship) with or without 
a number, and some show also below on the left a four-figure number, such as 
10131 1020, 1021, 1022, preceded by the Hebrew letters TAV, CHEIT or TS.ADEI 
BEIT CHEIT. Here TAV most probably denotes Tel Aviv, CHEIT stands for Haifa, 

- 18 -
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and TSADEI BEIT CHEIT for TSENSOR BASIS Haifa. A label of this kind is 
illustrated in Fig. 49 and part of a label with TSADEI BEIT CHEIT/1022 is shown 
in Fig. 57. These labels are known in white or buff with red imprint, in 
dark buff, yellow, orange, and red with black imprint. They are often tied 
by circular markillgs. A mute circular mark with 11 5111 in the centre is 
illustrated by Fig. 50, and Figs. 51 and 52 are strikes of double-line circular 
stamps inscribed HATSENZURAH HATSVA 1 IT / USHAR / AYIN''YOD / HATSENZOR 
(Military Censorship / Passed (Approved) / By the Censor). Below this 
inscription there are the distinguishing marks TAV 3 and CHEIT 6 respectively, 
these standing for Tel Aviv and Haifa. Sometimes double-line circular marks~ 
or double-circle ones, with bilingual inscriptions are found (Figs. 53 and 54) 
inscribed NIVDAK / 3201 / CENSORED or AVAR TSENZURAH / CENSORED. 

Passing the mail through the military censorship offices naturally somewhat 
delayed the mail service and delivery, and to reduce delays as far as possible 
HQ. APS succeeded in getting special censors attached to its main offices. The 
particular markings of these censors are of double-line oval shape (Figs. 55, 56, 
57). Their inscription reads HATSENZURAH HATSVA 1 IT at the top and TSENZOR HABASIS 
below. The initials in the centre a.re TSADEI BEIT for TSENZOR BASIS (Base Censor) 
or TSADEI SHIN TAV for TSENZOR SHEIRUT TEIL AVIV (Censor Tel Aviv Service) or 
TSADEI SJ.IIN CHEIT for TSENSOR SHEIRUT CHEIFAH (Censor Haifa Service)• 

Outgoing Foreign Mail had to be franked - in compliance with Universal 
Postal Union regulations - at the full rates in force for the whole population. 
In order to prevent leakage of military information, strict orders were issued 
not to mark this mail with the Postal Unit Number nor any other Army marking, 
nor were the stamps to be cancelled by any Army Post Office. All the mail 
addressed to other countries was directed via the two .AEPOs to the civilian 
Head Post Offices of Tel,Aviv and Haifa, where it was cancelled like the 
civilian foreign mail. The senders were specially instructed to give as return 
addresses PO Box Numbers of Tel Aviv, which incorporated their Postal Unit 
Numbers, so as to facilitate delivery of mail arriving for them from abroad. 

Postage Stamps 

Upon the establishment of the Army Postal Services a stock of postage 
stamps amounting to !£500 was obtained from the civilian postal administration. 
These stamps were allocated to the APOs through the respective ABPOs on the 
basis of a revolving credit as follows:-

APOs No. 3 and 4 received 1£100 each 
APOs No. 5, 6, 7 1 a, 9, 10 received !£50 each -

!£200 
300 

!£500 
The responsibility for keeping the APOs supplied with stamps lay with the 

appropriate ABPOs, but the APOs obtained their requirements also locally, from 
the civilian post offices, where such existed. 

In connection with the requirements of postage stam.Ps, the intention to 
issue Military Stamps is of some interest. In planning to introduce those 
postal facilities for which charges would have to be paid, HQ APS proposed to 
issue a set of Military Stamps and first approved three designs by Mr.Otte 
Wallish in the denominations of 15, 20, and 50 mils (Figs. 58, 59, 60). · 

- 19 -
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Mr. Wallish subsequently designed also a fourth stamp of 10 mils (Fig. 61) and 
colour prints of the four designs were prepared. Here we note an error, the 
YOD of TSVA 1I being a VAV, the word thus reading TSVA•O. 

It was ultimately decided to issue the set in denominations of 15, 30, 45 
and 75 mils to render the stamps more suitable for the pre-payment of the various 
postal rates of the APS, and the colours were to be green, red, blue, and deep 
~iolet, Upon approval of the designs and the whole plan by the Ministry of 
Defence, Messrs. Lewin-Epstein Ltd., of Bat Yam started the technical preparations 
for the printing., on · Johnson paper, and the issue of 300,000 sets was expected 
to be ready by the end of July, 1948. As a result of objections made by the 
late Mr. Remez, then Minister of Communications, the scheme was finally abandoned. 

Enquiries from Mr. o. Wallish only elicited the information that personal 
reminiscences of his part in these plans would shortly be published, and it is 
hoped that the colour prints, if any are preserved in Mr. Wallish1 s personal 
files, will on this occasion be presented and described,*· · A large photograph, 
signed by Mr. Wallish, of the full set as designed has been included in this 
article by courtesy of Major E. Matanya, Commander of the APS in 1948/49, to 
whom thanks are also due for much valuable information on the subject under 
review.~ 

As regards the design of the stamps it may be mentioned that the Ancient 
Warrior with Bow (Fig. 61) is based on a papyrus drawing and the Fence and Tower 
(in Hebrew CHUMAH UMIGDAL) (Fig. 59) represents the main architectural view of 
early pioneer settlements, both these motifs symbolising the country's defence 
in ancient and modern times. The latter of these motifs had been part of the 
CHANITAH stamp design, the JNF seal used as a postage stamp during the Interim 
period (MINHELET HA 1AM). Of the other two designs, the Candelabrum (Fig. 58) 
was . later used by Mr. Wallish in the design of the lOOOm. Menorah stamp of 
1952, while the Haganah Emblem (Fig. 60) is boldly featured in his design of 
the set of three Defence stamps, issued in i957 after the Sinai campaign, the 
artist's conception thus connecting the two great events in the history of Israel. 

* An article on the proposed Army Stamps has meanwhile appeared in The Holy Land Ph1latel1st No. 75/76. 
- Ed. Bd. 

** Owing to 11m1tat1ons of space we have been unable to reproduce this photograph. - Ed. Bd. 

(To be continued) 

FUNDAMENTALS OF PHILATELY This is the title of a work the 
second section of which has 
recently appeared as a publica

tion of the American Philatelic Society. Written by Messrs. L.N. 
and M. Williams, the book when printed will be welcomed by all those 
who regard philately as a serious hobby. The card-board covered 
sections of about 230 pages each are not on sale through the usual 
channels. - We hope to preview this important work in a future issue 
of the BULLETIN. 
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DURING THE WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1948-49 

By P. Kanner and Y. Spiegel 

PART III 

August, 1961 

The Army Post Offices of the APS network had the following tools as 
standard equipment:-

(1) PRESS PLIERS of steel for the lead sealing of the mailbags. A Packing 
Ticket was placed inside the mailbag, and a Road Voucher was issued for 
transportation. 

(2) OFFICE HANDSTAMP of rubber, used on service communications or as return 
address. 

(3) CIRCULAR DATEST.AlVrP of zinc, used on the mail and forms like the common 
cancellation stamps of civilian post offices. 

Fig. 62 illustrates an addressing tag and lead seal, which came from 
APO 5 (Jerusalem). Fig. 63 is an enlargement of the seal, showing the Hebrew 
MISRAD 5 embossed in the lower part. The upper inscription on this seal is 
not quite complete, but the usual words D0 1.AR TSVA 1I can be deciphered. 
Fig. 64 is the reverse side of the tag of Fig. 62, showing that this was 
originally a civilian tag of the international postal services department. 

Fig. 65 illustrates a Packing Ticket reading 11 SHEIRUT HADO 1AR HATSVA 1 I / 
PETEK ARIZAH / l.1E 1EIT (inserted by hand I.IISRAD 5) / EL (inserted by hand BASIS 
BEIT) / and below N'ERAZ AL YADEI / CHATIHAH (and signature)" (Army Postal 
Services/ Packing Ticket/ from (Office 15) / to (Base BEIT) / Packed by 
(signature). On the left in the square: 11 }USRAD I-IASHOLEI'AH (Despatching 
Office) partly covered by the circular datestamp of APO 15. 

Fig. 66 shows a Road Voucher, which was handed to the person responsible 
for the transportation of the postal consignment to its destination. This 
reads:- 11 SHEIRUT D0 1.AR TSVA'I / TE 1DDAT DERECH / 1:IE (by hand MISRAD 10) / 
EL(b,h. BASIS ALEF) / NISHLACH AYIF'YOD (b.h. SHAY.ARA)/ NISHLACH B1SHA 1.AH 
(b.h. 0800) NITKABEIL B1SHA 1.AH (b.h. 10.20)" (Ar.my Postal Services/ Road 
Voucher/ From Office 10 / To Base ALEF / Despatched by Convoy/ Despatched 
at hour 0,8.00, Received at hour 10.20. The squares at each side bear the 
imprints "CHOTEHET / 1USRAD HASHOLEI 1AH'' and 11 MISRAD HAMEKABEIV' (Handstamp / 
The Despatching Office, and The Receiving Office). There follows the speci
fication for three mailbags and, below, the signatures of the despatching and 
receiving clerk of the respective offices. A different form was used for 
registered mail, and every item was specified thereon. 

Fig. 67 illustrates the first uniform design of the Office Handstamp. 
This was an oblong frame, 45 x 14 mm., with a two-line inscription reading 
"SHEIRUT Flill0 1AR HATSVA' I / MISRAD DO 1AR11 (The Army Postal Services / Post 
Office), followed by the appropriate number. This design was subsequently 
changed, when hand.stamps had to be replaced owing to wear, or new stamps were 
required for newly established APOs. Such variations in the shape will be 
illustrated later when the details of the respective APOs will be dealt with, 

The Circular Datestamps of the APOs were of zinc in a uniform design with 
the inscription D0 1AR TSVA 1I in the upper and MISRAD followed by a number in 

(Continued on page 4) 
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the loner section. Tvo asterisks separate ihe upper and lower inscripti9ns. 
The date appears in the centre - the day in Arabic figures, the month in 
Roman, and the year as "48" or 114911 belon. Up to July, 1948 so□e of the 
APOs used Arabic figures also for the month, as illustrated by Fig. 68. 

Owing to early wear and/or damage inflicted upon the first datestamps, 
new instruments were prepared that had somewhat higher letters of about 3 mm. 
instead of the earlier 2i mm. This caused also a change in the shape of the 
letters HEIM and SHIN in the word MISRAD, and the following two types can 
therefore be distinguished:-

Type I - Diameter 24 mm. , letters about 2½ mm. high, MEIM of MISRAD 
with rounded upper part, and SHIN with serifs to the left on 
the three vertical strokes (except for APO~ where the Type I 
has also a plain ~HIN). 11 4811 smaller. 

Type II - Diameter 24-25 mm., letters about 3 mm. high, MEIM narrower at 
top and squarish, SHIN with thinner vertical strokes and plain 
at top ends. "4811 larger. 

Fig. 68 and 69 illustrate the typical differences. There were also 
variations in the number to the left of HISRAD, but these will be shown in the 
datestamps of the individual APOs. 

As an efficiency measure, time indices were incorporated in the circular 
date stamps of all APOs - but not of the ABPOs - between 8th and 19th November, 
1948. New instruments were then supplied with slots above the date for the 
letter ALEF or B~IT, and the following rules were to be observed:-
APOs despatching mail once daily, had to use the index ALEF from the opening 
of the office till despatch, and then to change for index BEIT. 
APOs despatching twice daily had to use a date stamp without any index till 
the first despatch, the index ALEF between the first and second despatch, and 
index BEIT from ·the second despatch till closing time. 

As every change of index had to be recorded on the daily cancellation 
record sheet and the hour noted, the innovation provided a close check on the 
APOs efficiency in the despatch of mail. It should be noted that, since the 
APOs were ordered to send their other handstamps to H~ for slotting, the 
indices can be found on postmarks of both Type I and II. Fig. 70 illustrates 
a strike f~om APO 3 in Type I with the index ALEF. The introduction of the 
time indices offered also an opportunity for a general check-up of the instru
ments, some of which were withdrawn at that time. From December, 19481 all 
APOs had two instruments, but only some APOs used them both at the same time. 

This general survey, of the handstamps used by the APOs may be concluded 
with an illustration of the only Slogan Marking of the APS (Fig. 71). It 
reads:- 11 CHAYAL - HACHLEF ET SHIMCHA HAL0 1AZI / L1SHEIM IVRI11 (Soldier -
Change your Foreign Name/ to a Hebrew Name). It was applied in violet on 
incoming mail only, at both Base POs and all the APOs, during the months 
from 2nd October to 3rd November, 1948. 

(Continued on page 5) 
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PART IV 

August, 1961. 

ARMY POST OFFICE 1 was opened on 7th Hovember, 1948, and its offices were 
located at Transport House, Beer Sheva. The setting 

up of this APO became necessary, following the liberation of Beer Sheva on 
25th October, 1948, in order to provide postal facilities for the units 
operating in the Southern Negev, including the settlements that earlier were 
served by the APO 10 from Ruchamah. 

APO 1 was under the command of ABPO ALEF, and exchanged mailbags once 
daily via APO 10 (Ruchamah and later at Julis). The first consignment was 
already received on 8th November, 1948 and on the following day, the 9th 
:November, consignment No. 1 was despatched from this APO. 

With the change of status of the settlements after the liberation of the 
Negev, the servicing of their mail by the APS was discontinued as from 10th 
February, 1949, and this mail service was taken over by the civilian postal 
administration. 

The Office Handstamp, illustrated by fig. 72, has a box of 45 x 14 m.m. 
with the standard inscription 11 S.HEIRUT H.AD0 1AR HATSVA 1I / MISRAD D0 1.AR 111 

(The Army Postal Service/ Post Office l) in two lines but the lette~ing is 
larger and clearer. 

The Circular Datestarnp, illustrated by Fig. 73 1 is of Type I with index 
ALEF or BEIT and diffe:rently shaped asterisks. It was replaced by a new 
instrument and a complete set of date-inserts and indices on 3rd February, 
1949. There are no noteworthy differences between the old and new handstamps. 

ARMY POSTOF~ICE 2, the last APO to be set up, was opened on 16th January, 
1949 for the units on win~er station south of ITaifa, and 

was first located at Camp 16i at.St. Luke's on the Khayat Beach. It moved on 
6th Fe'.::L·uary, 1949 to HADERA, the address being the corner of Hagalil and 
Tel Av-3_v Street, to be closer to the units in the Ein Shemer area. This APO 
was u-0.(~er the command of ABPO BEIT, and the first consignment of mail was 
received on 18th Jan-:..iary, two days after the opening. 

The Office Handstamp, illustrated by Fig. 74, shows a box of 32 x 12 mm. 
with the two-line inscription SHEIRUT D0 1AR TSVA 1 I./ IITSRAD 2 (Army Postal 
Service/ Office 2), the word D0 1AR being omitted on the 2nd line. 

The Circular Datestamp of this APO is illustrated by Figs. 75, 76). 
It is known struck in violet only. It is of Type I, close in form to the 
cancellation of APO 1. Fig.76 illustrates part of a ·daily cancellation sheet 
for March, 1949. 

ARMY POSTOFFTCI; 3 was opened between 22nd and 24 th May, 1948 and had its 
offices at 121, Hayarkon Street, Tel Aviv, together with 

ABPO ALEF, its immediate superior in command. 
This was one of the busiest PCs of the organisation, as owing to the 

central position in Tel Aviv, it served the large number of units in the area, 
handling also the ordinary official mail of the military authorities. Already 

(Continued on page 6) 
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the report for the week from 30th Hay to 
54 civilian letters 

5th June, 1948 shows a turnover of 
90 items of printed matter 

1,542 servicemen letters 6 registered letters and 
188 items of official mail 3 cables. 

The complement of this APO was mentioped in a despatch of the Commander 
APS for exemplary military discipline, when during an air-raid on Tel Aviv a 
bomb struck near the offices. 

The Office Handstamp, illustrated by fig. 77, is of the standard pattern, 
showing a box of 45 x 14 mm. with a 2-line inscription: SHEIBUT HA.D0 1AR 
HATSVA 1I / HISRAD D0 1.AR 3 (The _Army Postal Service/ Post Office 3). This 
stamp remained in use over all the period of operations. 

The first Circular Datestamp, illustrated by Fig. 78, is of Type I with 
a flat head of the 11 311 and small asterisks. This early strike is still 
without date, and Figs. 79 and 80 show that the Roman VI for the month was 
received between 16th and 18th June, 1948. The strike in Type II, illustra
ted by Fig. 81, shows besides the larger lettering and 11 481

' also the 11 3" with 
a rounded head. The SHIN is in both types without serifs to the vertical 
strokes • 

.ARMY POSTOFFICE 4 was opened on 25th May, 1948 and was located at 24, 
Mehl is Street, HAIFA, sharing this house with its immed

iate superior in command,1 ABPO BEIT. This APO served also the Navy, based on 
Haifa, and handled a part of the foreign mail through the civilian Head Post 
Office. 

Service cables exchanged between this APO and HQ APS show that there was 
some delay in the delivery of the required instruments but the circular letter 
of the Haifa HPO of 25th May, 1948 confirms that the APO 4 started operations 
on this date. 

The Office Handstamp, illustrated by Fig. 82, is of standard pattern and 
remained in use over all the period of operations. 

The Circular Datestamp 1 early strikes of which are in violet, Type I, 
shows small and assymetrically placed asterisks and also an open "4", as 
illustrated by Figs. 83a and 83b. Strikes of Type II, illustrated by Fig. 84, 
show the larger lettering, larger 11 48", changed forms of MEIM and SHIN and 
also symmetrically placed, larger asterisks and a closed 11 4". 

AID.IT POSTOFFICE 5 was set up in Jerusalem during the siege, when the area 
was still cut off from the rest of the country and 

actually a battlefield. 
The Military Command of the area wa:J fully informed of the General Staff 

orders concerning the APS, a1rl triangular Postal Number handstamps were supp
lied for the following formations:-

211 for the Etsioni Division, Headquarters 
212 11 " 

11 11 61s t "I\Ioria" Battalion 
213 11 11 

" 11 62nd Battalion. 
In order to provide all units of the area with Postal Number stamps, 39 

additional instruments were locally produced as sub-numbers of 211, as illus
trated earlier by Figs. 19 and 20. The following list will assist in 

(Continued on page 7) 
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identifying some of the units by their sub-numbers:-

211/1 - Signals 211/22 - Culture & Propaganda 
/2 - Stronghold (Fortress) /23 - 11 Avishai11 

/3 - Youth Training Base /24 - Training 
/5 - Police /25 - 63rd Battalion 
/6 - Fue 1 Servi ce /26 - 64th II 

/s - ''Yehonathan'' /27 - 65th " 
/9 - Hain Camp /28 - 66th II 

/10 - Armour & Artillery /29 - 67th " /11 - Armoury; Base 2 /30 - Engineers' Corps 
/13 - "Elisheva" /32 - Hospital No. 11 
/14 - Engineers, Base 3 /34 - H.Q. Jerusalem Guards 
/15 - Air Force /37 - Base Camp No. 3 
/16 - Anti-Tank Unit /39 - Medical Service 
/19 - •ryavne" 

All sub-numbers were withdrawn on 15th October, 1948, the units then being 
allocated new Postal Numbers and hands tamps. 

APO 5 was first □anned by a locally appointed staff and located in the 
"Bell" Building (BINYAN HAPA 1AHON) of Camp No. 1 but soon moved to the General 
Postoffice building in town. 

The first handstamps were locally produced provisionals, and Fig. 85 
illustrates the Office Handsta.mp with double-line frame inscribed 11 D0 1AR TSVA 1 I 
/ 511 (Army Post / 5)". 

The provisional Circular Datesta.mp, made of rubber and struck in a 
peculiar blackish-blue ink, is illustrated by Figs. 86 and 87, shovtlng covers 
with the earliest and latest known strikes of this stamp. The strike of 4th 
June, 1948 indicates that this APO started operations on, or very close to 
this date; while the late strike of 14th July, 1948 must be regarded as excep
tional, because HQ APS took over this APO on 18th June, 1948, and the staff 
brought with them from Tel Aviv the standard equipment, including the metal 
Circular Datestamp. 

It will be noted that the provisional Datestamp was of 33 mm. diameter 
containing the words 11 D0 1AR TSVA 1 I 11 (Army Post) on top and 11 IUSRAD 511 (Office 
5) in the lower part, with the date in one line and Roman letters for the month. 

Cming to difficulties in the postal service, personal pressure was 
exerted on pilots to accept letters on the Jerusalem airfield, for further 
delivery through the A'PS upon arrival in Tel Aviv. Fig. 88 illustrates a 
cover franked with a lOm. stamp of the 2nd Jerusalem issue that was 11 cancelled11 

on arrival by ABPO ALEF on 9th June, 1948, and the boxed cachet on reverse 
11'FAKED SHEIRUT HA'AVIR HACF..ATIVATI (Commander of the Divisional Air Service) 
shows that it was struck as a kind of 11 authorisatiorr' for the pilot's accept
ing the letter. The letter is addressed to a civilian in Haifa, and official 
communications would have been forwarded unfranked and through Army channels. 
HQ APS later rebuked the Base for having cancelled such frankings, but 
tolerated the handling of such mail for humanitarian reasons. The cover 
illustrated in Fig. 89 represents a similar case but here the arrival on 14th 
June, 1943 was marked by ABPO ALEF alongside the franking of a pair of 5m. 

(Continued on page 8) 
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of the 3rd Jerusalem issue, and it will be noted that the sender MORDECHAI 
HALEVI - SHEIRUT HA 1AVIR. HACHATIVATI - Y1RUSHALAYD.1 (Hordechai Halevi, The 
Divisional Air Service, Jerusalem) used a frameless cachet over the flap, 
reading II SH.ALISH ISHI LI MEFAKED HAL1E I OZ" (Personal Adjutant to the Commander 
of the Stronghold) - for the same purpose of getting the letter carried by the 
pilot. 

The taking over of the APO 5 by the APS, on lCth June, 1948, marked a 
considerable improvement, as only then mail was also delivered to Jerusalem. 
The 11 Burma Road" being still under construction, the mail was carried by the 
AIR SUPPLY SERVICES (Sheirut Haspaka :nuteset) in close co-operation with the 
Rear-HQ., Jerusalem Area. At first only ordinary letters, official mail and 
printed matter were flown, while registered mail and parcels were transported 
by the special vans operated between Tel Aviv and Jerusalem by the Rear-HQ., but 
during the second half of July all the mail was carried by air. 

Fig. 63 illustrates the impression of the sealing pliers of this APO and 
the tag roars also a strike of the Office Handstamp in a worn state. Fig. 90 
illustrates this with the "511 still l~gible, and it will be noted that the hand.
stamp was in the standard pattern of a 2-line inscription in a b_ox of 45 x 14 mm. 
This instrument was replaced on 30th September, 1948 by the frameless hand
stamp, illustrated in Fig. 91, showing the inscription changed to "SHEIRUTEI 
HA])0 1 Afl. HATSVA 1 I / MISRAD 5" (The Army Postal Services / Office 5). 

The Circular Datestamp in Type I shows, during June and July, the month 
denoted by the Arabic 11 611 and "711 respectively, as per Figs. 92 1 92a, and it 
will be observed that the strike in Type II, reproduced in Fig. 93 1 is distin
guished also by the broader "5". 

It is significant for the high sense of duty of the APS that during the 
period from the end of June to the month of July, 1948 it assisted the Jewish 
Agency in carrying their daily mail between the Jerusalem Head Office and their 
Tel Aviv offices. In spite of the civilian status of the Agency, it was 
recognised that her exceptional position and tasks during the emergency merited 
the priority of an airmail service, and these arrangements terminated only on 
2nd August, 1948, when the carrying of the APS mail by air was discontinued and 
all the mail service between the ABPO ALBF and APO 5 in Jerusalem was effected 
by road transportation. 

The operations of the APO 5 can thus be grouped by its sta_tus in three 
periods:-

1. Local status from about 4th June to 18th June, 1948, under the respon
sibility of the area-command, the mail being flown out only fro!!l 
Jerusalem; 

2. APS status from 18th June to 2nd August, 1948 with mail service both 
ways by air; 

3. APS status from 2nd August, 1948 till the closing of the APO in June, 
1949 with regular mail service by road. 

ARMY POSTOFFICE 6, located at ROSH PINNA, was provisionally using a desk 
at the local civilian post office as from 28th Hay, 1948. 

It moved on 1st June, 1948 to the Wizo-Club, and this date may be considered 

(Continued on page 9) 
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the first day of operations, as only then it was supplied.with the required 
instruments. This APO moved again on 17th November, 1948 to the Police 
Building on the K1NA 1AN hill near Safed. It was the northernmost post 
office of the Affi organisation and under the command of ABPO BEIT. 

The Office Handstamp, illustrated by Fig. 94 1 shows the standard 2-line 
inscription SHEIRUT HAD0 1Afl. HATSVA 1 I / HISRAD D0 1AR 6 (The Army Postal 
Service/ Postoffice 6) in a box of 45 x 14 mm. It remained in use throughout 
the period of operations. 

Fig. 95 illustrates part of the first page of the booklet in which the 
daily cancellations were at first recorded, starting from 1st June, 1948. 
These strikes are in Type I, the month then being denoted by an Arabic 11 611 • 

Fig. 96 shows a strike of the Circular Datestamp in Type II, distinguished 
also by the considerably larger form . of the number 11 6" • 

AR.HY POSTOFFICE 7 was opened on 27th May, 1948 at AFFULA, being located at 
Romelman House, opposite the civilian post office, and it 

was under the command of ABPO BEIT. Located in the communications centre of 
the-Yizra• el Valley, this APO exchanged a,lso mailbags directly with APO 6 
(Rosh Pin..11.a) and APO 12 (Ti oorias). 

The Office Handstamp, illustrated by Fig. 97 1 shows the standard 2-line 
inscription· SHEIBUT H.A])QIAR HATSVA 1 I / MISH.AD D0 1.AR 7 (The Army Postal 
Service/ Postoffice 7) in a box of 45 x 14 mm. It remained in use throughout 
the period of operations. 

The Circular Datestamp in Type I, illustrated by Fig. 98, shows a 
serifed 11 7", and is easily distinguished from Type II, as per Fig. 99, which 
has larger lettering and a tall, non-serifed "7". 

In this connection, the only known case of back-dated APS handstamps 
should be recorded, the fakers' intention beirig to produce First-Day strikes 
of 23rd Hay, 1948, as illustrated by Figs. 100 and 101. In both cases the 
genuine instruments were used, but the fakes betray themselves not only by 
the too early date, as this ' APO v,as opened only on 27th Jfay, 1948. Fig. 100 
shows a strike in Type I with the time index BEIT that was introduced only 
during November, 1948, while Fig. 101 shows a strike in Type II, which was 
only supplied towards the end of September or early October, 1948 • 

.ARJ.IIY POSTOFFICE 8 was opened on 22nd nay, 1948 at NATHANYA and was first 
located at the civilian post office. On 15th June it 

moved to permanent offices at Levani House, Herbert Samuel Street, near the 
Socony Fuel Station. It was first under the command of ABPO ALEF, having 
been set up by this base from Tel Aviv, but was transferred on 1st August, 
1948 to the command of ABPO BEIT. 

The Office Hand.stamp, illustrated by Fig. 102, is of the standard 
pattern, like those of APO 6 and APO 7, and remained in use durir.g the whole 
period of operations. 

The Circular Datestamp in '11ype I, illustrated by Fig. 103, was used 
during the early period up to about the end of July, 1948 without the year
date. Fig. 104 shows that the Roman VI for June was received between 3rd 

(Continued on page 10) 
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and 7th June. Strikes of the Datestamp in Type II can be distinguished only 
by the usual variations in the form of the Hebrew Letters 1JEI1'.1 and SHIN in the 
word l.'fISRAD, as illustrated by Fig 105. 

ARMY POSTOFFICE 9 was opened on 28th May, 1948, and was located on the 
airfield EKRON/TEL NOF near RECHOVar. It was under the 

command of ABPO ALEF, Tel Aviv. 

APO 9 benefited from the special arrangements of HQ APS for the carrJing 
of mail by air units. The ABPO ALEF delivered and received the mailbags at 
the HQ Airf0rce at Tel Aviv. This co-operation secured a smooth and efficient 
postal service in the area of APO 9 that served also numerous formations on the 
southern front. It also facilitated the operations of APO 9·on the airfield 
proper, where it acted as forwarders of the postal consignments, carried by 
the Air Supply Service (SHEIRUT HASPAKAH MUTESET) and the Air Transport Divis
ion (AG-.AF TOVALAH AVIBIT) for ABPO ALEF to and from APO 5 (Jerusalem), APO 10 
(Ruchamah) and the Sdom Agency. 

When the road to the Negev was opened towards the end of October, · 1948 and 
ABPO ALEF used own transportation for the carrying of the postal consignments, 
APO 9 provided the escorts for the vehicles southwards as far as Beer Sheva, as 
protection of the transports in the newly liberated area. 

The Office Handstamp, illustrated by Fig. 106, is of the standard pattern 
but the 11 911 was soon damaged and is mostly found inserted by h::md. This 
instrument was replace'd, on 30th September, 1948, by a frame less one, reading 
SHEIBUTEI HA.D0 1AR. HATSVA 1 I- / MISRAD 9 (The Army Postal Services (in plural) / 
Office 9). It is of similar design to the hand~stamp of APO 5 (Jerusalem) 
(Fig. 107). . . 

The Circular Datestamp, illustrated by Fig. 108, 108a, shows in Type I 
also a narrower and small~r 11 911 against the larger and broader "911 of Type II, 
as per Fig. 109. This APO had a Roman VI in June, 1948 but strikes of July 
show usually an Arabic 11 711 for the month (Figs. 108, 108a). 

AR11Y POSTOFFICE 10 was located at the Ruchamah settlement in the Northern 
Negev and was opened only on 28th June, 1948 as a 

result of the military situation at this time • . The invading Egyptian forces 
then held a West-East line, based on the Mediterranean .coast north of Hajdal 
(now Ashkelon), that ran eastwards north of Iraq Sueidan and Iraq El Manshieh 
to Hebron and the surrounding hills, held by the Transjordanian forces. 
APO 10 operated, therefore, behind the enemy lines against heavy odds, and had 
an eventful history. 

The Office Handstamp, brought from HQ APS, was of the standard pattern 
but had erroneously only the number 11 111 and the 11 011 had to be added in 
manuscript, as illustrated by Fig. 110. On 2nd September, 1948, a new 
handstamp was supplied with the box reduced to 45 x 13 mm. and the inscription 
changed to SHEIRUTEI HADO 1AR HATSVA 1 I / 1USRATI 10 (The Army Postal Services 
(in plural)/ Office 10), a:rrl the lettering was larger, as illustrated by 
Fig. 111. 

(Continued on page 11) 
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The Circular Datestamp in Type 1 was damaged about the middle of July, 
1948 and a replacement was requisitioned on 13th August. However, the 
new instrument was immediately returned on the 20th, because 11 the holes were 
unsuitable for the date-bits". Figs. 112 and 113, illustrating strikes of 

. 27th (Type I) and 30th August (Type II) respectively, show that the new 
instrument was taken into use between these two dates. The strikes stand 
out for the considerable differences in all respects, and Fig. 114 shows a 
cutting from a Daily Cancellation Sheet of October, 1948 in Type II. 

Oving to the military situation in the summer of 1948, mail between 
ABPO ALEF in Tel Aviv and APO 10 had necessarily to be carried by plane. 
Lack of sufficient airspace in July and early August compelled the ABPO 
ALEF to fly out only letters and printed matter, while even here delay was 
often unavoidable, because not all planes of the Air Supply Services touched 
down at the Ruchamah airstrip. Parcels had to be forwarded by sporadic 
convoys leaving for the Negev, and their irregularity was the cause of much 
dissatisfaction and representations of HQ APS to the General Staff. 

The formation of the Air Transport Division (AGAF TOVALA.."9: AVIRIT) in 
August, 1948 eased the problem of transportation, as the larger plar,es ani 
frequent flights enabled the APS to take up to 50 kgs. of payload per 
flight, and so also parcels were carried by air. '.!ith the co-operation of 
HQ Airforce, and the APO 9 acting as supervisors and forwarders on the EKRON 
airfield, mail deliveries by plane from and to Tel Aviv became normal, and 
this ensuxed a high efficiency of the service. This imposed no easy tasks 
on the staff of APO 10 in the receipt and dispatch of the postal consignments 
on the local airstrip, as this was done mostly at night under blackout, and 
service messages requesting the supply of flashlamps and suggesting the use 
of white mailbags to facilitate their identification in darkness reflect 
partly the difficulties encountered on the field. 

Following the breakthrough of the Israel Army southwards and opening 
of the road to the Negev, mail deliveries by plane were terminated on 24th 
October, 1948, and APS vehicles took over the transportation, as evidenced 
by the Road Voucher of 1st November, 1948 (Fig. 66). This shows that the 
95 kms. of road between APO 10 (Ruchamah) and ABPO ALEF (Tel Aviv) were 
covered in 2 hours and 20 minutes, the consignment consisting of 3 bags 
of letters, Nos. 50, 286 and 335. 

From 3rd November, 1948 the consignments were carried from ABPO ALEF 
to APO 9 (Ek:ron), continuing from there under escort to APO 10 (Ruchamah) 
and later also to APO 1 (Beer Sheva). 

The delive:r:y of the mail inside the area of APO 10 also presented 
problems owing to the units being widely scattered, some operating as motor
ised mobile formations and others defending the settlements, nearly all of 
which were under repeated enemy attack. Operating actually in a battle
field area, iihe work of APO 10 could not always conform to the standing 
APS regulations, providing for the Postal Orderlies to call daily at the 
APO, when it is considered that a return trip from Ruchamah to Bir Asluj 
by road took 8 hours. In the case of the completely isolated settlements 

(Continued on page 12) 
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BEIT ESHEL and NABATIH (near Beer Sheva) mail could only be delivered when 
supplies were dropped to them from planes of the 2nd Negev \7ing, or from 
planes coming directly from airfields in the North. Under these circum
stances ~either was it possible for the staff of APO 10 to visit regularly 
the formations in the area nor to check the work of the Orderlies in their 
units. 

The smaller formations were locally distinguished by sub-numbers of 
their Battalion Postal Numbers, and so were also the settlements defended by 
them that lacked civilian postal facilities and were recognised as actual 
military positions. The settlers enjoyed the frarL~ing privilege of men on 
active service, and already on 5th July, 1948 the Head Postoffice of Tel Aviv 
was asked to pass all mail for the Negev to ABPO ALEF for forwarding through 
APS channels. (See Appendix). 

The regrouping of Army units in the Negev towards the end of August 
1948 left the settlements, using sub-numbers of 219 (2nd Negev Battalion) and 
225 (8th Negev Battalion) without the triangular marks, as the instruments were 
in Battalion Headquarters, which moved out of the area, and APO 10 reported 
therefore that this mail would exceptionally be forwarded without the Postal 
Unit markings. This lasted io to 14 days, as around 10th September, 1948 
the Committee of the Negev Settlements (VA 1.AfJ YISHUVEI H.ANEGEV) was allocated 
3 special Postal Number handstamps, namely -

(Continued on page 13) 
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377 for BEIT ESHEL) . 
378 for NABATIM ) both isolated 

379 for the other settlements, distinguished by 
their sub-numbers of 379. 

The map of the area (Fig. 115) and the following alphabetical list will 
assist in identifying 28 places to their Postal Unit Sub-numbers, found oh the 
mail either as addresses, or on the reverse of covers as return addresses, 
during Period I (July-August) and Period II (about 10th September, 1948 to 10th 
February, 1949):-

P 1 a c e 

1. BE 1ERI 
2. BE I EROT YITS I CHAK 
3. BROR CHAYIL 
4. BEIT ESHEL 
5. BIR ASLUJ 
6. CHALUTSA 
7. CHATSErn.:rn (KELTA) 
8. CHAZALA (NACHSHONIM) 
9. DOR0r 

10. GEIVIM (SDE AKIVA) 
ll. GV.ARAM 
12. GVULar 
13. IMRA (BIT I CHA) 
14. KEFAR DAR.OM 
15. MISHMAR HANEGEV 
16. MIVTACHIM 
17. N.ABATIM 
18. NIRAH 
19. NIRAM-MEKORor 
20. NIRIM 

21. RUCHAMAH ~ 
22. fu.--VIVH1 
23. RAMAT HA.NEGEV 
24. SA 1AD 
25. SHOV AL (ELAT) 
26. TEKUMA. (SHARSHERET) 
27. TSEILIM 
28. URIM: 

Postal Unit Sub - Numbers 
Period I Period II 

219/17 
219/13 
219/9, 10 
225/10, 11, 13 
225/24 
225/1, 0, 10 
219/26 
225/9 
219/11 
219/16 
219/19-22 
225/4, 5, 16 
225/6, 23 
219/14, 15 
219/24 
225/21 
225/12, 14 
219/1-7 
219/8 
225/15 
279/3-ll 
219/23 
225/20 
225/22 
219/12 
219/25 
219/18 
225/13, 17 
225/19 

379/12 
379/11 
379/2 
377 
379/27 
379/18 
379/9 
379/17 
379/5 
379/4 
379/1 
379/20 
379/23 

379/8 
379/21 
378 
379/3 
379/25 
379/22 

379/6 

379/19 
379/16 
379/10 
379/7 . 
379/13 
379/14 
379/15 

REH.ARKS: 5. BIR ASLUJ. Arab village and Police Station, serving as basis for 
attacks on Revivim, were taken on 11th July, 1948. This cut the 
supply route Sinai-Beer Sheva that had to be by-passed by the 
Egyptians. 

14. KFAR DAROM. :Besieged and under constant attacks. Evacuated on 
8th Julyt 1948. 

19. NIRPJ.H1!EKOROT. Hater Pumping Station and Maintenance Depot for 
Negev irrigation. (Continued on page 14) 
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23. RAIJA.T HANEGEV. Military outpost, abandoned after 1949. 
26. TEKUMA. (SHARSRERET), 1.Ioved in 1949 to new location northwards. 

APO 10 (Ruchamah and Julis) and APO 1 (Beer Sheva) handled the mail of the 
Negev settlements until they returned to civilian status, and this exceptional 
service was terminated on 10th February, 1949. 

It should be noted tbat owing to the concentration of military forces in 
the Negev during the summer 1948, the volume of mail handled by APO 10 was 
considerable, and the following figures were taken from weekly reports of the 
APO to AEPO ALEF:-

WEEK 8 - 14th AUGUST WEEK 26th SEPT - 2nd OCT. 
Received Dis ;ea tched Received Dis:eatched 

Ordinary Letters 4,176 3,930 ~ 12,581 7,9ll Registered Letters 88 20 
Cables 30 2 
Printed .Matter --- 470 76 
Pa.reels 153 4 

The figures for the last week of September, 1948 reflect both the seasonal 
increase of mail during the Festivals and the larger facilities of the Air 
Trans port Di vision. 

Following the setting up of APO 1 in Beer Sheva for the central and 
southern parts of the Negev and the change of station of many formations in the 
northern part, APO 10 was moved on 26th December, 1948 to the JULIS Camp (near 
present-day HODIYAH), at the crossroads between the North-South and West-East 
communication routes • 

.ARMY POSTOFFICE 12 was opened on 15th June, 1948 and was located at 
TIBERIAS on Lake Kin....~eret (Sea of Galillee), in the 

Police Building, Kiryat Shniu1el. This APO served the area of the Syrian front 
including the Jordan Valley, and was under the command of .AEPO BEIT (Haifa), 

The Office Hand.stamp, illustrated by Pig. 116, shows the 2-line inscrip
tion SHEIRUTEI H.iffiO 1.AILHATSVA I I / MISRAD 12 (The Army Postal Services / 
Office 12) in a box of 45 x 16 mm. Here the word NISRAD is closely set and 
barely 9 mm. long. 

The Circular Datestamp in Type I, illustrated by Fig. 117 is distinguished 
from Type II, shown by Fig. 118 also by the different form of the "211 in the 
number 12, which is serifed in Type I but plain and wider in Type II. 

ARJ\,fY POSTOFFICE 14 was opened on 4th Allc,0'!1.St, 1948 in the SARAFAND Camp 
(present day TSRIFIN), situated between Tel Aviv and 

Ramla. 
The Office Handstamp, illustrated by Fig. 119, shows the 2-line inscrip

tion SHEIRUTEI D0 1All TSVA 1 I / MISRAD 14 (Army Postal Services/ Office 14) in 
a box of 45 x 15 mm. It will be noted that in the first line the prefix HA 
(The) is omitted, and the word MISRAD in the second lin~ is widely set and 
16 mm. long. 

The Circular Datestamp, illustrated by Fig. 120, shows the first-day 
strike of 4,VIII.48 in Type II. From the beginning of September the month 
was denoted by the Arabic "9" (Fig. 120a). No strike in Type I is known from 
this APO, 

(Continued on page 15) 
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ARMY POSTOFFICE 15 was opened on 1st September, 1948 in the TEL-LITVINSKY 
Camp, east of Tel Aviv, under the command of ABPO ALEF. This APO served □any 
formations, stationed in the camp and its vicinity, the Army's main medical 
institutions being located at the camp. 

The Office Handstamp, illustrated by Fig. 121, shows a box of only 45 
13 mm. with a 2-line inscription SHEIRUTEI HADO 1AR H.ATSVA 1 I / HISRAD 15 (The 
.Army Postal Services / Office 15) in which the word HISRAD is 13 mm. long. 

The Circular Datestamp first taken into use was of Type II and Fig.65 
illustrates the first-day strike of 1.IX.48 on a Packing Ticket. The Daily 
Cancellation Sheet in Fig. 122 shows that between 4th and 15th March, 1949 two 
instruments were in use, one of which was in Type I, with the characteristi
cally rounded MEIM and serifs on the SHIN in the word HISRAD, while the 11 1511 

is smaller, with a short flag on the 11 511 • 

The S D O M .AREA, on the southern shore of the Dead Sea, was held by a 
small force, including employees of the Potash Works. 

It formed an isolated outpost, repeatedly under attack from Transjordan. The 
area comprised three camps, designated by the Hebrew letters ALEF, BEIT and 
GUIEL, and was allocated· the Postal Unit Number 192, the handstamp for which 
was flown out twice, as at first it was not delivered. 

By arrangement with the Rear-HQ of the Jerusalem area, at that time 
responsible also for Sdom, a Postal Agent was formally appointed on 21st July, 
1948, to take care of the mail on the spot, and the Rear-HQ supplied him 
with stamps. · 

The service from Sdom was restricted to ordinary letters, all bearing the 
triangular Unit Number 192 but ABPO ALEF, in command of this Agency, forwarded 
from Tel Aviv also registered letters and parcels to the area through the 
Rear-HQ. The consignments were carried by the Air Supply Service (Sheirut 
Haspakah 11-'futeset) that operated flights between Sdom and the Ekron airfield, 
where APO 9 supervised the handling of the postal consignments under ordars 
of ABPO ALEF. The Office Diary of APO 9 mentions these operations with 
regularity, as for example -

20th August, 1948 - Consignment from ABPO .ALEF that included a bag for 
SDOM received at 10,45. Bag for SDOM passed on at 

21st 
22nd 

II 

11 

II 

II 

ll,30. 
- Bag for SDOM passed on at 10,15. 
- No consignment from SDON received. Hail for SDOI\1 

handed to Air Supply Service. 

As from 24th September, 1948 the flights were operated from the Tel Aviv 
airstrip, where ABPO ALEF had the direct supervision of the service, 

The Office Handstamp, illustrated by Fig. 123, shows a box of 45 x 28 mm. 
with a 3-line inscription D0 1AR TSVA 1 I / •••• NOV, 1948 / SDOM (Army Mail/ 
••• Date/ SDOM). It was also used as a datestamp. 

Figs, 124-124a illustrate covers emanating from SDOM with the Postal 
Unit Number 192. It should be noted that while this mail was usually 

(Continued on page 16) 
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marked in transit by the dates tamp of ABPO ALEF, exceptionally also the date
stamp of APO 3 was applied. 

A Parcel Card, in the possession of the writers, addressed to O(ffice) 
P(oste) M(ilitaire) 192/ BEIT (in manuscript), denoting Camp 2, and the Receipt 
of the Addressee (reverse side of the card) was signed by the Rear-HQ of the 
Sdom Area. · The double-circle handstamp of the Rear-HQ, illustrated by Fig. 
125 shows the words CHEVEL SDOM (SDOH area) on top and below MATE ORPI (Rear
Headquarters) divided by two asterisks, while the centre bears the Israel Army 
emblem. 

The front and reverse of another large-size cover, about 23 x 17 cm., 
show the security precautions, taken at this outpost, when mail that probably 
could not be censored on the spot, was directed by (manuscript) HATE CHEVEL 
SDOM (HQ. Sdom Area) as official mail (manuscript D0 1AR RASHMI) to the Central 
Censorship, Tel Aviv, in Hebrew (manuscript) LATSENZURAH IW,1ERKAZIT TEL AVJ:V. 

Appendix 

In connection with the postal services to be organised for the Negev i"t; 
was intended by the civilian posts as early as 18th Jfa,y, 1948 to open a tempo-~ 
rary post office at NIB-AM, to serve the Negev settlements, but owing to the 
military situation this plan was not carried out. In the Negev the APS in 
fact operated in place of the civilian posts. Its franking privilege included 
also the settlers' families. 

An official notice announcing the setting-up of the temporary office at 
NIB-AM was indeed published in the Hebrew daily 11 DAVAR11 on Monday, the 17th 
May, 1948, which was the day on which the press carried reports of the sale of 
the first Hebrew stamps on the 16th. · The following is a translation of the 
notice:-

Mail .to the Negev. By agreement with the administration of the Tel Aviv 
Post Office regular communication and delivery of parcels is assured, as 
from 18th May, between the Negev settlements and the other parts of the 
country. It should be stated on the letters and on the parcels: 

Name of the recipient, name of the settlement, and the word NEGEV. 
The settlements in the Negev should provide themselves with stamps 

and pass their mail to the Temporary Post Office at NIR-AM. During the 
first week of this service, prior to the settlements being able to procure 
stamps, the stamps will be af'fixed at the temporary PO of NIB-AM ( the 
settlements' accounts will be charged). Parcels should be franked with 
stamps according to their weight in the following amounts: 

Not exceeding 1 kg. 20 mils 
Over 1 to 3 kg. 40 mils 
Over 3 to 5 kg. 60 mils 

(To be continued) 

Editorial Note - This series of articles will be concluded in the next 
issue of the BAPIP BULLETIN with a detailed account of the activities of 
the Returned Letter Office, and the last section, Part V. 
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December, 1961 

The RETURNED IETTER OFFICE was housed at 121 Hayarkon Street, Tel Aviv, 
jointly with APO 3 and ~PO ALEF, its 

immediate superior. The e:xact date of opening of this office could not be 
established, but it is most likely that it operated from as early as about 
the end of May, 1948. 

According to APS files, this office was identical with Office No. 11 of 
the organisation, but it actually was a general department investigating 
every letter and item of mail that could not be delivered and thus was 
returned from any of the units, from any APO or .ABPO. It ·was foreseen that 
owing to changes of station, incorrect addressing, discharges, casualties in 
battle, and other contingencies, investigations and searches would be 
necessary-to re-direct mail to addressees or to decide if undeliverable mail 
was to be -returned to the senders. These were the main tasks of the 
Returned Letter Office. All items handled by this office were entered in 
special ledgers and the ultimate decision was recorded. In order to a~cert
ain changes of address or correct details as found on the mail, two men of 
this office were daily at work at the Central Registry (MERKAZ RISHUlVI) of the 
General Staff. At the peak of operations, in the summer and autumn of 1948, 
up to 1,200 items were handled per week. 

On 16th June, 1948 this office was charged also with keeping up to date 
the APS Archives. All offices of the APS were ordered to file witl1, this· 
office at the ~nd of every month all records, reports, documents and copies 
for the past month. 

The Office Handstamp was ·:at first in the standard frame of 45 x 15 mm. 
with a two-line inscription reading SHEIRUTEI HADO 1AR HATSVA 'I / MA.CHLEKET 
MICHTAVIM MUffi:Z.ARIM (The Army Postal Services / Department (of) Returned . 
Letters), as illustrated by Fig. 126. When the name was officially changed 
to MISRAD L1GNIZAH UMICHTAVIM ·},WCHZARii'iI (Office (for) Archives and Returned 
Letters) on the 21st July, 1948, a new Office Handstamp was taken into use, 
as illustrated by Fig. 127. The two-line inscription of this stamp was 
without frame, the first line reading as on the former handstamp but the 
second having the new name of the office initialled as MED.1 (for MISH.AD), 
GnIEL (for GNIZAH), HEil!I (for HICHTAVDI), and Ji!IEIM (for MUCHZ.ARIM). 

The Circular Datestamp, illustrated by Fig. 128, shows the words D0 1.AR. 
TSVA I I (Army Past) , ab ave, and EISRA.D L 1HICHTAVIM ~WCHZARIM (Office for 
Returned Letters) below, with two asteri~s dividing the two inscriptions, 
and the date in the usual two-line arrangement of the APS. The circle of 
this handstamp shows early wear, but it remained in use over all the period 
of operations. Fig. 129 reproduces the lower line of a daily cancellation 
record sheet of this office for the last 1½ months of 1948. 

(Continued on page 4) 
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Mail passing the R.L.O. bears several markings referring to the results 
of the various investie ations made. The markings found on such mail a.re 
illustrated:-

Fig. 130 - NERICAz' RISW:JN (Central Registry); 
Fig. 131 - LO NIHTSA BITUR L1FI HAPRATIM HANITUND~ / MERICAZ RISHUM / 

TA 1ARICH •••• CHATIMAH ••.•• (Not found in location / according to given 
details / Central Registry / Date •••• Signature •••• ) This more comprehen-
sive four-line stamp was framed, 54 x 26 mm. 

The above two markings were applied at the Central Registry ·in all 
negative cases and also to denote that the R.egistry had conducted the neces
sary investigations. 

Alongside these marldngs, but often without them, the R.L.O; applied 
the following:-

Fig, 132 - SHE IRUT DO 1.AR TSVA I I / HAK I TOVET TUKNAH B I MERKA.Z HAR I SHUM / 
IE •• , • / TA 1ARICH •••• REISH 1TAV •••• (.Army Posta], Service/ The Address was 
corrected in the Central Registry/ to •••• / Date •••• g(ASHEI) !(EIVOT) 
(Initials •••• ), in a frame of 47 x 30 mm. This marking was to certify 
re-direction of mail according to particulars found in the Registry. 

Fig. 133 - In negative cases the R.L.O. employed a larger marking, 
framed 55 x 47 mm., with a seven-line inscription reading SHEIRUTEI HAD0 1AR 
HATSVA'I (Army Postal Services) / llIISRAD MICHTAVD1 MUCHZARIM (Returned Letter 
Office) / LO YADU 1.A (Unknown) / K1TOVET BILTI MASPEKET (Address insufficient) 
/ SHUCHRAR (Dischar{;ed) / TA I AFJCH (Date) / CHATD.[A.T HASAHAL (The Corporal I s 
Signature). The result of the search was underlined, as in this case are 
the words LO YADU 1A (Not Known or Unknown). 

In additi~n to these markings, often corresponding marks of the civilian 
post is found on mail, as illustrated by Fig. 134, reading MfJCHZAR 
L1SHOLEI 1ACH (Returned to Sender), with an arrow pointing to the address. 

The efforts and pains taken by the R;L.O. to trace addressees is 
illustrated by the covers in Figs. 135 and 136. Some figures from the 
Weekly Report for July 6th to 14th, 1948 are examples . of the volume of work 
carried out by the R.L.O~ and also its exactness in detail:-

(Continued on page 5) 
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RECEIVED - 6 :Mailbags, 1,328 Letters, 68 Registered Letters. 
DISPATCHED - 810 Letters with correcte.d addresses, 33 Registered Letters 

(24 Addresses corrected), Returned 571 Letters, Returned_ to 
Civilian Posts 64 Letters, For destruction 11 Letters. 

PART V 

As mentioned in Part II (BULLETIN No.· 35, page 15), the Bases had to 
datestamp the mail in t:ransi t during :the fortnight froni the 7th to 20th 
November, 1948, to facilitate the Inspector I s checking. 

During this period _the APS made fullest use of the transportation facili
ties of the civilian post. Whenever practicable, the Bases and APOs arranged 
the forwarding of their mail consignments to coincide with the 11Voucher Lists" 
of the civilian postal administration. As a result, mail consigrnnents of 
the APS were forwarded on certain routes by civilian postal transport, 
which operated to fixed time-tables between the country's main post offices. 
On such routes closest co-operation was thus established between the APS and 
the civilian post. The postal routes so used by the APS were -

TEL AVIV to Nathanya and Haifa on the coastal road; 
11 to Affulah, Tiberias, and Safad/Rosh Pina; 
11 to Jerusalem; 

HAIFA to Jerusalem; 
' 1 to Affulah, Tiberias, and Safad/Rosh Pina. 

While this resulted in a considerable ·saving of manpower and transport 
in the APS, it called for absolute punctuality and close co-ordination to be 
observed by all the offices concerned, military and civilian. In order to 
test these arrangements, some 300 letters were mailed in the fortnight from 
23rd November to 7th December, 1948 to selected civilian addresses. These 
letters were secretly passed with the mail from various units of the Army in 
all areas of the APS, and detailed records were compiled for every letter 
until final delivery to the recipient. The summary account showed that 
barely a few i terns had not been handled pr_operly, which, · incidentally, 
evidenced the efficiency of the APS. 

The untiring efforts of the APS to improve their competence and to 
render a service of the highest quality were not made merely as a result of 
their continuous occupation with the postaJ. procedures, ambition, or in 
compliance with the postal and military regulations and usage. It was 
generally recognised in the ranks of the APS that -regular and speedy deliv~ry 
of mail was a major contribution to the wa.r effort and, especially, to the 
building up of morale amongst servicemen. This was. expressed in reports of 
several APOs to their superiors, and particularly of APO 10, who often had to 
overcome difficulties in their operations. 

Other A:.rmy departments also recognised that postal contact between the 
troops and their families and friends were of prime importance for maintaining 
morale on the battlefield. This led to the issue of various items of postal 
stationery that were gratuitously distributed· in the units and serviced 
among the APS mails dvring the period under review. 

LETTERSEEETS. Foremost among these ''Entires" - as they a.re now termed 
(Continued on page 6) 
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in several countries - is the issue of a set of three Lettersheets. Fig.137 
shows the first of these, 119 x 82 mm·. in size when folded crosswise, exclud-
ing the flap. The inscription on the address side is l:IACHLEKET HATARBUT 
SHEL TS 1VA HAGAlf.AH L'YISRA 1EIL / SHAY L1 CHAYALIM / M1EIT / HA.KEREN HAKAYEMET 
L1YISRA 1EIL (The Cultural Department of the Israel Defence Army/ Gift to 
Servicemen/ From/ The Jewish National Fund). In the upper left-hand 
corner there is an imprinted J .N.F. seal depicting the 1'Vfailing Wall 11 in the 
Old City of Jerusalem, the stamp ·being inscribed IM ESHKACHEICH Y1RUSHALA.YD4 
TISHKACH m~INI (If I forget you, Jerusalem, let my right hand lose its· · 
cunning). The space for the address is headed B 1SHEIRllT PA 1IL (On Active 
Service)/ LICHVOD (To Hon. or Mr.). The reverse of the Lettersheet is 
imprinted for the sender's address:- HASHOIEI'ACH: . MISPAR V1SEEIM HACHAYAL 
(The Sender: Number 8Jl.d N.ame of the Serviceman/ MISPAR HAD0 1AR (The Postal. 
Number)/ TS 1VA HAG.ANAH L1YISRA 1EIL (Israel Defence Army). . . 

The other two lettersheets of the set differ only in the imprinted 
J.N.F. seals on the left. One (Fig. 138) depicts two men defending the 
land and is inscribed CHlJMATEINU - HAKARKA! (The Soil is our Defence Walll), 
the other (Fig. 139) pictures terraced gaxdens against a background of 
industrial buildings, the inscription being YAKUM CHAZON HA.NEGEV (May the 
Vision of the Negev come true) / G1ULAT Y.AMIM L1ABAVOT HASHMAMAH (Everlast
ing Redemption of the Desert Plains). 

FOLDER. The agelong deep attachment t_o Jerusalem as the spiritual and 
secular capital of the country·is reflected by the local issue of a Folder 
on buff carton paper consisting of four pages (Figs. 140 a,b,c,d). This is 
lmown also on darker (brownish) paper of similar quality but printed upright. 
The size of both is 143 x 102 mm. The front page shows the emblem of the 
Haganah near the upper right-hand corner, a shield with the word Y1RUSHALAYIM 
(Jerusalem). At the· top of the address page we find B1SHEIRUT PA'IL (On 
Active Service). ·The front of the folder reproduced here bears the hand
written address and strikes of the triangular Postal Number 211/28 with the 
unit-censor I s signature and of the circu.ia.r date stamp of APO 5 (Jerusalem). 
Page 2 is occupied by a panor~ic view 0£ the City from a woodcut by A.Ticho, 
and page 3 is reserved for the message, which in this case reads (in 
m8Jl.uscript) SHANAH TOVAR ME 1ACHEIL SHIMON (Good Year Wishes Simon). Below, 
in bold and punctuated print, is the call of the Psalmist: - SHA I ALU SHLOM 
Y'RUSHALAYIM, YISH.LAYU OHAVA 1YICH (Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem·! JKay they 
prosper, who love you!) ·Page 4 is imprinted for the sender's address:-
SHEIM HACHAYAL UMISP.ARO (N'ame of the Servicem8Jl. 8Jl.d his Number) / D0 1.AR 
TS 1VAI MS (abbrev. for Mispar) (Army Postal Number) / . TS 'VA HA.GANAH 
L1YISRA 1EIL (Israel Defence Army). Below is the name of the publishers:-
SEEIRUT TARBUT, :M I CHOZ Y 1RUSHALAYIM (Cultural Service, Jerusalem District). 
While this used folder indicates that it was issued for the Festivals in 
1948, it is also known used as late as in Spring 1949. 

The Festivals Season of 1948 offered to many formations a welcome 
opportunity to issue for their own complements special New Year Greetings 
Cards~ Three noteworthy examples may be presented here:-

1. CARD AND COVER OF THE NAVY. (Figs. 141, 142). Both have the emblem 
iµlprinted which contains the inscription CHEilliAY.AM (Navy). The card 

(Continued on page 7) 
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(Fig. 142) is imprinted SHANAH TOVA (A Good Year), and below on the right 
YISRA 'EIL and abbreviations for EREV ROSH HA.SHANAE TAV -SHIN"TEIT (Israel, New 
Year Eve 1948/49). The handwritten date is 28.9.48, and the cover bears the 
datestamp of the same day, of APO 4 (Haifa), and the triangular Postal Number 
stamp 176 of the Naval Base HEI (5). 
2. C.ARD OF THE Am FORCE (Fig. 143) showing a rectangular border of airplane 
silhouettes with the imprint M1SHUROT CHEIL-RA 1AVIB L1YISRA 1EIL / SHLUCRAH 
BIBKATI L 1 SHANAH HACHA])ASHAH / SHNAT NITS I CHONEINU · (From the ranks of the 
Israel Airforce / My wish for the New Year is sent / Year of our Victory). 
On the right below are the Hebrew abbreviations for the New Year date 
1948/49. 

3. CARD OF 'lliE 53rd BATTALION (Fig. 144) arouses astonishment for the map 
of military positions. The imprint reads BRACHOT L' SHAl'T.A.H HACHADASHAH / 
].li'MISHLA.TEI HAD.AROH (Wishes for the New Year / from Front Positions in the 
South). On the right a Shield of D2.vid is arranged by six rifles, one of 
which extends into a flag, with the imprint below GDUD 53 (Battalion 53) and 
below this ]!!E 1ACHEIL (Wishes) and the stamped-in name of the sender. The 
lowest initials on the right are abbreviations for EREV ROSH HASHANAH TAV
SHIN"TEIT (New Year Eve 1948/49). Several places on the map, like Julis, 
UEGB.AH, GV.AR.AM, were of military importance at that time, and the movements 
mar~ed on the map show positions North of the Egyptian West-East lines. 
These cards were actually posted from APO 9 (EKE.ON) in the South, and they 
have passed the APS mails. · 

The celebrations of the First Independence Day on 4th May, 1949, and 
the TABUL STAMP EXHIBITION was for the APS an opportunity for active parti-
cipation in these national events, Accordingly, the Army Philatelic Circle 
was allocated the Postal Number 593, as per Fig. 145, and a temporary 
APO was opened at TABUL fox the duration of the Exhibition, from 1st to 6th 
May, 1949. 

The TABUL APO was under the connnand of ABPO ALEF, and HQ APS is sued 
special instructions to ensure that no "pliilatelic irregularities" be 
committed. The APO was reminded of the APS regulation not to cancel any 
postage stamps with army hands tamps, and mail posted at the APO counter 
could not be handed back to a sender but had to be forwarded through the 
regular APS channels. 

The APO was supplied with a Circular Datestamp of 27 mm. diameter, 
illustrated by Fig. 146. It shows the inscription MISRAD DO'll;R TS 1VA 1I on 
top and TA 1 .ARUCHAT BULIM 11 TABUL11 at bottom (Army Post Office / Stamp Exhi
bition "TABUL") divided by two asterisks with the date of opening 1. 5. 1949 
in two lines across the centre. 

In honour of Independence Day a special handstamp was used (Fig. 147), 
a double-circle one of 39/28 mm. with the inscription YOM HA 1ATS1\/IA 1UT 
(Independence Dey) on top and below TA 1ARUCHAT BULD.1 11TABUL'1 TAV-SHIN"TEIT 
(Stamp Exhibition 11 TABUL" (5)709), this Hebrew year-date corresponding to 
1949. The inner space shows the words D0 1AR. T~ 1VA 1I (Army Post), the date 
4. 5. 1949 across the centre and below the word MISRAD (Office). 

(continued on page 8) 
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The TABUL Exhibition was also an occasion for the issue of a SOUVENIB 
COVER, as illustrated by Fig. 148, which was distributed to servicemen at 
the T.ABUL APO. It is 152 x 124 mm. with the imprint in dark blue, or in 
carmine, on bluish grey paper. The top ri&'ht reads SHEIRUT TARBUT SHEL 
TS-VA.HAG.AN.AH L1YISRA 1EIL / SHAY IECHAYALD:l / H.AJVIEVAKRIM / BETA 1ARUCHAT 
HABULIM HAL 1UMIT "TABUL" TAV-SHIN11 TEIT / P/I'EIT / HAKEREN H.AKAYEMET L1YISRA 1EIL 
(Cultural Service of Israel Defence Army/ Gift to Servicemen/ Visiting/ 
The National Stamp Exhibition 11 T.ABUL11 1949 / From / The Jewish National 
fund). · On the left we find the J.N.F. Herzl seal imprinted and near the 
centre B 1SHEJllUT PA 1IL (On Active Service). Below on the left~hand side 
is the word LICHVOD (Hon., Mr.) initiating the address. 

Keen and active philatelist servicemen succeeded in combining all. the 
attractions offered at irT.AJ3UL11 on one cover. For e:xample, on the 30m. · 
Entire issued for Independence Dey by the Israel Post, they assembled the 
First-Dey postmark of the civilian post, both markings of the Exhibition 
Post Office, and also the Special APO postmark (Fig. 149). Incidentally -
as a personal note, the cover reproduced in Fig. 149 is the one which the 
late Major M. Finzi, an excellent collector who later fell for Israel in 
the execution of his duty-, had ad.dressed to himself, and which was acquired 
from his estate. 

As a result of the campaigns of 1948/49, Jerusalem was liberated and the 
invading armies were repelled in the North and in the South. There the 
Negev was cleared as far eastward as the Dead Sea, ·sdom and the Aravah, anQ 
also southward to the Red Sea, where in l'Iaxch, 1949 ELAT was established. 

Owing to the fs.v01X!'.·able progress of · the Armistice negotiations at 
Rhodes, many units formed during the period .of hostilities could be dis
banded. The proceeding demobilisation diminished the volume of work of the 
APS organisation. At the same time, the civilian mail routes were running 
smoothly and with a widened network of post offices (Akko, Nazareth, Ramlah, 
and the impending opening of the Beer Sheva PO), the delivery of mail by the 
civilian posts was assured. 

As a first measure, .ABPO BEIT in Haifa was closed on 5th Ma;r, 1949, and 
supervision of the Northe:cri"APOs was transfer.red to APO 4 (Haifa) as the 
leading APO in the North. 

After full deliberations the decision was ultimately taken to disband 
the APS organisation as a separate service unit, and arrangements were made 
for the handling of the servicemen's mail by the civilian postal administra
tion. For the execution and supervision of these ar.rangemen ts a POSTAL 
OFFICER OF THE .ARMY (in Hebrew K1TSIN HAD0 1AR SHEL HATSAVA) was appointed, and 
the 24th June, 1949, was set as the closing date of all Army Post Offi~es. 

The final operational order of H.Q.A.P.S. provided that the last con
sigriments of outgoing mail be despatched and all accounts be closed by the 
APOs on 21st June. These offices were to handle only incoming mail for 
delivery to the units in their areas till closing time on the 24th June, 1949, 
This is evidenced by Fig. 150, showing the last ·impressions on the Postmark 
Record Sheet of APO 9, which till 21st June changed the time index to BEIT 
after despatch of the mail, but - in compliance with the standing APS 

(continued on page 9) 
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regulations - used on the last three days, the 22nd to 24th June, only the 
index AIEF in ·its datestamp, as there was no despatch of mail on these dates. 

In conclusion of the present survey the :BADGE of the APS organisation 
is illustrated in Fig. 151. This Badge was adopted by H.Q. APS towards the 
end of 1948, in a design suggested from the APS ranks, when all the major 
A-rmy formations and services introduced distinguishing emblems and badges. 
The APS Badge represents a Leaping Gazelle in deep orange, surrounded by 
a deep lake background, in an upright rectangle with rounded corners, 
measuring 60 x 53 mm. Executed in cloth, the Badge was worn by the APS 
personnel on the left sleeve of their uniforms. The ~eaping Gazelle is 
indeed a fitting symbol of a service that was animated by a natural driv:ing 
force and excelled in efficiency and speed of performance. 

Collectors will note with interest that the present postal emblem of 
Israel, the Running Stag, is a kind of civilian adaptation of the Leaping 
Gazelle of the APS for the purpose of symbolising the same spirit. Indeed, 
this similarity represents the close connection between the two services 
during the early period of the rebirth of the country and its War of 
Independence in 1948 and 194 9. 

(Concluded) 

~.'IOSD.EN ISRAEL CATALOGUE 1961 

We still have a few copies left of this most comprehens
ive catalogue, which is a• "must" for an:y collector of the Holy 
Land. Price 25/-d., plus l/3d. postage. 

Special Offers 

A collection of over 300 covers of Israel with special 
cancellations (slogans)t many of them illustrated, consisting 
of nearly all but the vecy earliest issues; catalogued at 
over £60 ($180.00) - bargain offer at £35 ($100.00). 

Unusual. Item! Voting envelope for election of th_e. President 
of Israel with emblem of the Knesset (Parliament), cancelled 
with stamp on Election Day •. Price 21/-d. ($3.00), 

HOSDEN ST.AMP SHOP, LTD. , 
277, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W .1. 

Telephone: HYDe Park 2467. 
Advt. 


